A NEW APPROACH FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF THE FLUID FLOW IN CERAMIC FOAM FILTERS
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Abstract
The filtration efficiency of ceramic foam filters depends strongly on the fluid flow in the channels of the filters. To investigate this, two new water models were used. The first one was a full scale filter box model. Tracer tests on the CFF were made to investigate the change of flow behaviour with the flow rate and filter pore size. The transient point from laminar to turbulent flow could be determined by pressure drop measurements. The second water model used was a specially designed single channel model to simulate the flow in one channel of a CFF. By pulse input of a tracer, the flow behaviour could be determined quantitatively. It was found that flow velocity is a crucial parameter for filtration efficiency. Filtration volume decreases rapidly if filtration velocity increases, thus making deposition of particles more unlikely.

Introduction
Pyrotek Engineering Materials Ltd, UK, VAW aluminium AG, Germany and RWTH Aachen, Department of nonferrous process metallurgy, Germany, decided to start together fundamental research about liquid metal filtration to get a better understanding for this phenomenon.

Deep bed filtration is considered as the dominant filtration mode for ceramic foam filters operating at the cleanliness levels existing in aluminium plants today [1].

In deep bed filtration of molten metal the inclusions, which are generally smaller than the pore sizes of the filter typically used, are only deposited on the pore walls and can therefore be carried away with the liquid metal during hydrodynamic perturbations [2]. Inclusion capture in deep bed filtration is considered to be a result of two sequential events:

- transport of an inclusion to capture sites on the filter media
- attachment of the particles to these sites [3]

In general, particle transport can occur by impingement, interception, sedimentation, diffusional, and hydrodynamic effects. When the difference in density is high, the sedimentation forces will play an important role. If the difference decreases, sedimentation will become negligible and interception will become the dominant factor.

Particle attachment can be a result of forces developed through pressure, chemical, or van der Waals effects.

Figure 1: Transport mechanisms of a particle in deep bed filtration

[4] A) direct interception B) gravity forces C) Brownian movement D) Inertial Forces E) Hydrodynamic effects

The relative dominance of each mechanism is a function of particulate type and size, fluid approach velocity, as well as temperature and media characteristics.

The tortuous path of a particle through the filter, coupled with rapid changes in direction and velocity of the molten aluminium, make the probability of impingement quite high. The probability that a particle will be retained is dependant on many variables, such as

- the chemical composition of the particle and filter
- the filter microporosity, topography and wettability
- the velocity (flow rate) of metal through the filter
- the laminar flow characteristics of the molten Aluminium adjacent to a given filter surface area
- the particle size and morphology [5]
If the viscous drag on the particle is not higher than the forces that cause retainment, the inclusion will remain inside the filter.

Considerations about the real velocities in the filter have to be done. As inside the filter the pore size changes, so will the velocity of the melt. This means that there are regions with turbulent flow and such with laminar flow. This change of velocity is especially important as the turbulent flow allows very small particles to agglomerate and then be attached in the regions with laminar flow.

However turbulent flow can lead to the release of already attached particles due to drag forces. It can be expected that the magnitude of the drag forces is proportional to the magnitude of velocity in the viscous flow regime.[6]

This means the fluid flow influences both parts of inclusion capture.

![Figure 2: Schematic diagram illustrating the different flow regimes operating in cellular and granular media][7]

The Ceramic Foam Filter forms a cellular media and can be regarded as the negative of a packed bed of granules[6]. Therefore the flow regimes in ceramic foam filters and packed beds are essentially different. Figure 2 shows the different flow regimes in a ceramic foam filter and in a granular media used for drinking water production[7].

Within these pores different flow conditions and mixing behaviour can occur, depending on flow velocity. Figure 3 illustrates the different flow lines inside a single pore.

![Figure 3: A schematic representation of flow within a cell of ceramic foam][7]

The objective of this work was to investigate the fluid flow in the channels of a CFF by using two new water model concepts.

\[ \nu_f = -\frac{k P}{\mu L} \]

\[ t = \frac{V}{V_{volumetric rate of fluid flow}} \]

**Fundamentals**

Under conditions of viscous flow, the flow of a Newtonian fluid through a porous medium obeys Darcy's Law [6]:

where: \( \nu_f \) = superficial velocity  
\( P = \) pressure  
\( L = \) length of the filter medium  
\( \mu = \) the viscosity of the fluid  
\( k = \) the permeability of the porous medium

In the case of laminar flow pressure drop will increase linearly with flow velocity. If the flow rate and thus the superficial velocity reaches a certain level, the inertial forces become more dominant and turbulent flow conditions start.

As the flow conditions inside the CFF can range from regions of laminar flow to turbulent flow at a given flow rate, the filter can be regarded as a continuous reactor and the different volume fractions can be determined.

One important parameter for the characterisation of the fluid flow is the average residence time which is given by Equation 2 [9]:

Usually the residence time in reactors differs from the calculated residence time and a spread of different residence times can be found. This means that some fluid elements spend a longer and others a shorter period of time in the system.[9]. This distribution of residence times is an important characteristic and describes the performance of a reactor. According to the distribution of residence times one can define a wide spectrum of reactor types. One basic model is the so-called plug flow reactor. In this kind of reactor all fluid elements have the same residence time. Another basic model is the backmix or perfectly mixed reactor where the fluid elements that enter the reactor instantaneously mix with the fluid elements that are already inside the reactor and the concentration of a given element is the same at any time or place in the reactor. In the so-called mixed model it is assumed that the reactor volume is divided into fractions of plug flow volume, backmix flow volume and dead volume [9].

The residence time distribution of a fluid through a vessel can be determined by means of tracer techniques. There are several methods for introducing tracer material in a system. The two most important ones are [9]:

- Continuous addition of tracer (step input)
- Addition of a quantity of tracer over a short time interval (pulse input)

Pulse input of tracer involves the introduction of a quantity of tracer over a time period into the system. The tracer material must not interact with the fluid in the reactor or the reactor itself and the amount of tracer has to be negligible in comparison with the amount of fluid present in the system. In addition the time period over which the tracer is introduced to the system has to be very small compared to the calculated residence time [9]. The concentration of the tracer in the outlet stream is measured and
plotted against time. The results can be plotted in dimensionless and therefore more general form by using the variables:

\[ C = \frac{c}{Q/V} \]  

(3)

where \( Q \) = quantity of tracer injected  
\( V \) = volume of fluid in the vessel  
\( C \) = dimensionless exit concentration

and  
\[ \Theta = \frac{t}{\bar{t}} \]  

(4)

where: \( \Theta \) = dimensionless time  
\( t \) = actual time  
\( \bar{t} \) = average residence time

The results of pulse input tracer tests are plotted in the form of \( C \) against dimensionless time (C-Diagram). The area under each \( C \) curve must be unity since all the tracer introduced to the system must eventually leave the system [9]

\[ \int C \, d\Theta = 1 \]  

(5)

According to the reactor type the C Diagrams have a typical design. The C diagrams for a plug flow volume, backmix volume and dead volume are shown in the following Figures.

**Figure 4:** C diagram for Plug Flow \( V_p \)[9]

**Plug Flow Volume**

In the case of plug flow the tracer elements introduced to the system do not mix at all while they pass the reactor and arrive at the outlet exactly at \( \Theta = 1 \). So there is no spread of residence time.

**Backmix Flow Volume**

In a backmix flow reactor the tracer is dispersed immediately and uniformly throughout the system. This means the tracer concentration in the outlet stream is equal the concentration inside the reactor. Thus the C diagram shows during the test run a decrease in tracer concentration starting from unity. This means that a fraction of the tracer stays inside the system for a time much longer than the expected time while another fraction passes the system much quicker.

**Dead Volume**

The presence of dead volume regions is indicated by a maximum in the C diagram at a time smaller than the average residence time and \( C > 1 \).

**Figure 5:** C diagram for backmix flow \( V_{m} \)[9]

**Figure 6:** C Diagram indicating the presence of dead volume \( V_d \)[9]

While dead volume in the case of metallurgical reactors is not desirable, it is essential in filtration as only in dead volume regions the deposition of particles occurs. Thus this volume is better to be called "filtration volume" instead of dead volume for this special case.

Real reactors are usually a mixture of backmix flow, plug flow and dead fractions. It can be assumed that the plug flow fraction and backmix flow fraction are in series while the dead volume fraction is in parallel as illustrated in Figure **Error! Reference source not found.**

**Figure 7:** Distribution of volume fractions [9]
They consist of behaviour during a given test time. The flow size of a CFF valve that controls the circulating pump.

Different CFF models were constructed to demonstrate the flow behaviour in a single channel of a CFF as a function of flow rate. They consist of a row of connected spheres just like the pores of a CFF as to be seen in Figure 10. The relation between pore size and connecting channel was the same as pore size and window size in a CFF. In a CFF the window size is about a third of the pore size (see appendix). Furthermore the size of the models was big enough to visualise the flow using a tracer. A first model consisted of spherical pores. In real CFF’s however the pores are elongated and thus a second model with elongated pores was tested. Finally the change in flow directions was considered, too, and a third model was constructed in which the liquid changed its flow direction several times, thus showing a certain tortuosity.

At the inlet of the models the tracer was added instantaneously. At the outlet an electrode was installed that measured the conductivity and thus the concentration of the tracer as a function of the running time. A valve at the outlet enabled different flow rates to be adjusted. The amount of water leaving the model in a defined time was measured and so the flow rate could be calculated.

A water reservoir connected by a tube with the inlet of the model ensured the same water level in the model for the whole running time. A tracer sulphuric acid was used; for visualisation of the flow KMnO₄ was added. The electric conductivity gives an immediate signal for every change in concentration.

The C diagram for such a mixed model is shown in Figure 8. The volume fractions can be determined from the diagram.

The plug flow fraction can be found at the point of the diagram where a rapid increase in tracer concentration occurs according to Equation 6.

\[ \Theta_p = \frac{t_p}{t} = \frac{V_p}{V} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where: \( V \) = total volume
\( \Theta_p \) = dimensionless time of increase in concentration
\( t_p \) = absolute time of increase 1 concentration

For the determination of the dead volume fraction it is necessary to define the dimensionless actual mean residence time

\[ \Theta_{\text{mean}} = \frac{\text{actual mean residence time}}{\text{calculated mean residence time}} = \frac{t_{\text{mean}}}{t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The dead volume fraction is then:

\[ 1 - \Theta_{\text{mean}} = \frac{V}{V_s} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Finally the backmix flow volume is:

\[ V_p = V - V_s - V_\ell \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

**Experimental setup**

**Full scale filter box model**

The model used is shown in Figure 9. The full size 15", 17" or 20" Ceramic Foam Filter can be placed in the centre compartment of the model. In the model the water circulates in a closed loop during a given test time. The flow rate can be adjusted using a valve that controls the circulating pump. With a flow meter the flow rate can be controlled permanently [10].

Different models were constructed to demonstrate the flow behaviour in a single channel of a CFF as a function of flow rate. They consist of a row of connected spheres just like the pores of a CFF as to be seen in Figure 10. The relation between pore size and connecting channel was the same as pore size and window size in a CFF. In a CFF the window size is about a third of the pore size (see appendix). Furthermore the size of the models was big enough to visualise the flow using a tracer. A first model consisted of spherical pores. In real CFF’s however the pores are elongated and thus a second model with elongated pores was tested. Finally the change in flow directions was considered, too, and a third model was constructed in which the liquid changed its flow direction several times, thus showing a certain tortuosity.

At the inlet of the models the tracer was added instantaneously. At the outlet an electrode was installed that measured the conductivity and thus the concentration of the tracer as a function of the running time. A valve at the outlet enabled different flow rates to be adjusted. The amount of water leaving the model in a defined time was measured and so the flow rate could be calculated.

A water reservoir connected by a tube with the inlet of the model ensured the same water level in the model for the whole running time. A tracer sulphuric acid was used; for visualisation of the flow KMnO₄ was added. The electric conductivity gives an immediate signal for every change in concentration.

**Single channel model**

Figure 9: Full scale filter box model

![Single Channel Model with spherical pores](image)
Test Programme

The full scale model was used to investigate the transient point from laminar to turbulent flow, indicated by the point where the flow rate-pressure drop diagram does not obey the Darcy Law anymore.

Also tracer tests were made. At different points of the surface of the filter KMnO₄ as tracer was added and the time measured until the first tracer appeared at the bottom of the filter. By this test it was also possible to find out if the filter shows the same flow behaviour all over its area.

With the single channel models the volume fractions as a function of flow rate could be determined.

Results

a) Pressure drop measurements

It was possible to determine the transient point from laminar flow to turbulent flow as a function of flow velocity and filter pore size for some filters. Figure 11 shows this behaviour for a 20”-filter. The transient point could be determined for a 65 ppi filter and a 80 ppi filter (1.0 cm/s and 1.15 cm/s) while for the other filters the flow velocity was not sufficient to reach the transient point.

![Figure 11: Pressure drop as a function of flow velocity and filter pore size](image)

b) Full scale model tracer tests

Figure 12 shows the calculated residence time inside the filters.

![Figure 12: Calculated residence time in the filters as a function of flow rate](image)

The tracer measurements for a 20” filter can be seen in Figure 13.

![Figure 13: Measured residence time in a 20” filter](image)

The results for the 17” and 15” filter showed the same behaviour. Generally the actual measured residence time is much shorter than expected. This indicates that there is a certain part of plug flow volume. The results of all the tests are shown in Figure 14. The plug flow part could be estimated by the differences between calculated and measured residence time. The other volume fractions must consist of the remaining volume (Figure 14).

![Figure 14: Range of plug flow volume of the filters](image)

The tracer tests also showed how uniformly the residence times were spread over the area of the filter. Figure 15 shows that there is a uniform distribution over the area, however as the pore size becomes smaller there is more variation. The reason for this is not clear.

![Figure 15: Distribution of residence times in a 20” 30 ppi filter (left) and a 80 ppi filter (right) at 20 gal/min and 35 gal/min](image)

c) Single channel tracer tests

The C diagrams for each flow rate were evaluated and the different volume fractions determined. The results of these tests could then be shown in the form of the following Figures. Calculations of similarity resulted in a minimum flow velocity of
0.177 mm/s and a maximum flow velocity of 1.6 mm/s as equivalent to the minimum and maximum flow velocities in the full scale model.

**Model with spherical pores:**

![Diagram of flow velocity vs. flow rate for model with spherical pores]

Figure 16: Volume fractions as function of flow rate for model with spherical pores

The volume fractions could be determined and the influence of flow rate could be verified. Rising flow velocity led to more plug flow and less dead volume.

However as the pore shape of this model did not correspond to the pore shape of CFF's. A second model was tested with elongated pores.

![Diagram of flow velocity vs. flow rate for model with elongated pores]

Figure 17: Volume fractions as function of flow rate for model with elongated pores

In this model the amount of filtration volume is smaller than in the model with spherical pores. At the same time the variation of the results is larger. Nevertheless the results are comparable to those in Figure 16

The third model that was tested finally considered the change in flow direction that the fluid experiences during its passage through the CFF. So a special designed tortuosity model was constructed. The behaviour of the volume fractions over a range of flow velocities (Figure 18) shows that in this model too the filtration volume is smaller than in the model with spherical pores.

![Diagram of flow velocity vs. flow rate for tortuosity model]

Figure 18: Volume fractions as function of flow rate for tortuosity model

While in the model with spherical pores the amount of dead volume was much higher than the amount of mixing volume, now both parts are similar up to a certain flow rate. Then mixing volume increases rapidly and dead volume decreases at the same time.

**Conclusion**

- The used single channel models showed an increase in mixing volume when flow velocity increased
- At the same time dead volume -which is essential for the deposition of particles- decreased.
- Also the shape of the pores was found to be very important. The amount of dead volume was higher if the pores were spherical.
- If the liquid changes its flow direction, the amount of dead volume is smaller and decreases more rapidly with flow rate.
- It could be shown that even at flow velocities which allow laminar flow, the filtration volume fraction decreases with increasing flow velocity.
- In good correlation to the measurements at the full scale model, in the single channel model tests the presence of dead volume and plug flow volume could be verified.

**Appendix**

Calculations of similarity between full scale filtration box model and single channel models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary conditions</th>
<th>Vmax, mm/s</th>
<th>( \nu )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vmax, mm/s</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \nu \) = 0.177 mm/s
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